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PREFACE

cof,.1.

The Washington Archaeological Society began publishing
the Occasional Paper series in 1968.

The four issues

previously printed are monographs of professional quality
dealing with Pacific Northwest archaeology and ethnohistory.
The report on the Martin Site, which comprises the fifth
paper, continues this fine tradition.
'

Under the watchful eye of Robert D. Shaw, graduate
student in the Department of Anthropology at Washington State
University, Pullman, the Martin Site was excavated in 1974.
The original report was completed in December, 1975,
minor revisions, this paper presents that manuscript .

Lee A. Bennett
Editor, WAS

With
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ABSTRACT
The Martin Site (45PC7) was excavated for eight weeks in 1974 by
participants in an archaeological field school offered through Washington
State University.

The site is located on North Beach Peninsula in extreme

southwestern Washington and consists of midden deposits containing two prehistoric and one historic component.
Component 3 (the historic occupation) is a trash deposit built up
along a road cut through the site when it was logged in the mid-1950's.
Logging operations produced heavy disturbance in the aboriginal deposits.
Component 2 consists of a shell midden overlying a 50 m wide, inland
dune ridge for about 100 m.

The bulk of cultural materials are assigned to

this aboriginal component.

Two structural features were identified , but one

was destroyed by construction of the logging road and the other was only
partially excavated.
dated 1440

± 100

A charcoal sample from a structure in this component

radiocarbon years B.P.

The artifact and fauna! inventory

indicates a hunting and gathering subsistence base with heavy dependence on
shellfish, fish , large land mammals, birds, and sea mammals.
Component 1 is a 5 to 10 cm thick paleosol from which one unifacially
flaked point, fish vertebra and charcoal flecks were recovered .
up to 1 m thick separates it from materials of Component 2 .
this strata dated 1860 + 100 radiocarbon years B.?.

Sterile sand

Charcoal from
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INTRODUCTION
Extending for 35 km north from the Columbia River mouth, North
Beach Peninsula forms a fragile barrier between Willapa Bay and the
Pacific Ocean.

This barrier consists of a series of parallel beach

ridges oriented due north-south.

Except near its point of attachment

to the mainland bedrock, ridges on the 2-3 km wide peninsula are composed
of sand and are mostly below 11 m elevation.

It is on one of these

ridges approximately midway across the peninsula that the Martin Site,
officially designated 45PC7, is located.

Specifically, the site is in

the north half of the northeast quarter of Section 21, Township 12N,
Range llW, Pacific County, Washi ngton (Fig. 1).
Troughs between beach ridges are occupied by bogs and lakes.

On

the east and west the Martin Site is bordered respectively by Lake Espy
and Skating Lake.

Until drained during this century (Rowe :personal

communication), these l akes were navigable by small boat for several
kilometers north-south and undoubtedly served as prehistoric travel routes.
Currently, vegetation on the site is dominated by alder (Alnus)
to 20 cm diameter with a shrub understory which has grown up since the
site was logged during the mid-1950's (Fig. 2 and 3).

Sitka spruce

(Picea sitchensis) existed on and around the site prior to logging.
Excavations were accomplished by participants in an archaeological
field school conduc ted through Washington State University from 19 June
to 7 August, 1974.

The field school was instructed by Robert D. Shaw

under the direction of Dr. Richard D. Daugherty.

f
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Previous investigations at the Martin Site were performed by
archaeological teams from the University of Washington during 1947,
1957 and 1959, with the bulk of excavations being accomplished in
1959 (Kidd 1967).
In addition to the analysis presented here, additional research
has been done by Gary Wess~n (1975) on the bone samples recovered from
the Martin Site in 1974.

His work consisted of research into the

feasibility of identifying archaeological bone by neutron activation
analysis.

J

MARTIN SITE (4C5PC7)
R _1974 Excovot lon1
·'fil:-? _L oggi ng rood
~ _0.5 m contours
Datum: A ss igned ar bit rary
locatlon a elevation (200N,
_200E , elev. IOOm)
EB _uw Datum

*

14m

0

s~ole

FJo.

I.

Topog r aphy

of

the

Martin

Site

I
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Fig. 2. Northerly view along the logging road through 45PC7 a t the sta rt
of the 1974 field season. The two trucks are parked due wes t of datum.
Alnus and Rubus are dominant in the visible foliage

Fig. 3 . Easterly view of excavation uni ts after clea ring the under b rus h.
The stump (circa 1955) at the lower right margin of the pho t o is locat ed
at the N. W. corner of Square Nl98/E214.
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MAPPING AND EXCAVATION
Excavations in 1974 were conducLed within a grid orien t ed to
true north (22.5° declination).

The site was sampled using a pattern of

alternating and contingent squares (Fig. 1).
The site datum consists of a car axle driven into the ground until
the base plate was flush with the ground surface .

The axle base plate has

four lugs and a hole where the fifth bolt should be.

The hole was

arbitrarily assigned coordinates north 200 m - east 200 m (N200-E200),
and the plate surface adjacent to the hole was assigned elevation 100 m.
An auxiliary datum was positioned 15 m south of the primary datum.

The

lug bolt on the north side of the base plate is atN185-E200,and the
plate surface below the lug bolt is at elevation 99 . 98 m.

A high

arbitrary elevation was assigned to the datum to prevent a false sense
of accuracy since the datum was never located with respect to a U. S. G. S .
survey marker.

The actual elevation of the datum is approximately 8 m.

The grid for the 1959 excavations was oriented to magnetic north
from a datum consisting of 4 nails in a tree stump (Kidd 1967 :17 ) .

Within

the grid established for 1974, the 1959 datum is l ocated a t N208 . 56-E203 . 51
and the stump surface adjacent to the nails is 100 . 82 m.
Excavations at the Martin Site in 1974 consisted of a series of
2 m squares and three backhoe trenches.

Except for Backhoe Trench 1

(Fig. 4) and Square Nl98 /E262 (only the north half of this square was
excav~ted),

all excavations are shown on Figure 1.

Each of the squares

is designated by coordinates of the SW corner of each square with the

6
north and east elements aeparated b¥ a slash (e . g., Nl98/E204 designates
the square with its SW corner at the point Nl98-E204).

Backhoe trenches

were simply numbered 1 through 3 from south to north.
Excavations were accomplished by excavating with trowel and
dustpan and screening all material through a 1/4 inch mesh screen
to insure maximum recovery of materials f rom the midden.

East of the

major portion of the midden, squares in the peat deposits were excavated
with extra care in an attempt to recover any normally perishable materials
that might have been preserved there.

Nl48-E200

Trench 1

5m

0
Scale

Fig. 4.

Location of Trench 1.
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STRATIGRAPHY
In the profile descriptions which follow, horizons are described
using definitions and terminology developed by soil scientists of the
United States Department of Agriculture (Soil Survey Staff 1951 and 1962).
Where meaningful, standard soil horizon designations are used, but in
most strata the cultural effect is dominant in formative processes and
existing soils designations are inappropriate.

Consequently, culturally

derived strata are prefixed with M (midden) and numbered sequentially
from the ground surface downward .
Natural Setting and Physical Characteristics of Strata
The Martin Site consists of a cultural deposit overlying and
intruding into soils of the Yaquina-Netarts association (Soil Conservation Service 1971).

On the crest and eastern slope of the beach

ridge occupied by the site, fine sand of the Netarts series soil is the
base upon which 45PC7 was developed.

Throughout the site area soil of the

Netarts series is highly disturbed and bears little resemblance to the
natural soil sequence of adjacent undisturbed areas.

The fine sand of

the natural soil horizons has been heavily discolored by organic materials
and thoroughly intermixed with cultural debris.

In isolated lenses of

the interfingering midden deposits, shell constitutes up to 95% of the
midden material by volwne.

8
To the east, bordering the beach ridge whe r e most of the midden
deposits are located, soil s of the Shalcar muck series occur in a narrow
band grading into the deeper Seattle muck series , where areas a r e
currently being developed into cranberry bogs.
the Shalcar muck was minimal.

Aboriginal disturbance of

In squa r es Nl98/E224, Nl98/ E228 and

Nl98/E244 where the pea t depo sits of th e Shalcar muck were cut through ,
no artifacts we re recovered within the peat deposits of the Shalcar muck .
Shell fragments were not pres ent i n the peat except as a r esul t of
logging.

Artifacts were, however, recovered from the sand unde rlying

peat and muck horizons (Fig . 10 and 11 Ml) .
Profile drawings with descriptions and corresponding pho to graphs
are Fig. 5-11.

The profiles were chosen so that the range of strati-

graphic variation at 45PC7 is presented .

A specific wall within each

excavation unit was chosen in order t o present t he character of t he
strata and process e s throughout the Mart i n Site .
With the omission of the profiles of Square Nl98/E204 , the
presentation order is s uccessively from the dun e crest eastwa rd toward
the bog deposits.

Profiles of Square Nl9 8/E2 04 and Trench 1 are

present ed as part of the descriptions of st ructures A and B of
Component 2.
Stratagraphi c Correlati on
Midden s trata (prefixed M) are numbere d sequentially in each
excavation unit, and the numbers do no t necessa rily correlate strata
from one unit to the next .

Correspondences between sequential numbers

and equivalent s trat a are co incide ntal where they occur .

Individual

strata of Component 2 wer e probab l y bui l t up dur i ng a conside ra bl e
period of seasonal occupa t ion.

Consequently , the physical characteris ti cs
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Fig. 5.

Square Nl98/El70, east wall .

LEGEND:
01

Forest litter

Ml

Black (10YR2/l, moist) loamy sand; weak, fine, crumb; soft, very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; clear, wavy. Contains widely
scattered shell fragments. Strata Ml-M3 contain large numbers of
retouched flakes with dimensions below 1 cm .

M2

Same as Ml except that shell fragments are rare. Distinct, very
dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) mottles up to 10 cm diameter and
compacted patches occur.

M3

Very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2, moist) sand; weak, fine, crumb;
soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; clear, wavy. Contains
widely scattered shell fragments. Dashed areas within M3 indicate
lenses with shell content up to approximately 25% by volume.

M4

Black (10YR2/l, moist) sand; weak, fine, crumb; soft, very friable;
nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, wavy. Compacted areas present.

MS

Same as M3 except that 40-50% by volume is shell .

Cb

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, moist) sand; structureless, very
fine , single grain; soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic.
Sterile sand.

R

living root

=

N198/ E170.east

ere11

wall

102. 59ml~~~~~~~~~~::::::::======o:::::::=:::::::;::::;:====~~~:::::::::01

Ml

______...

R

-----------

M2
oR

M4

Cb

,0

40cm
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Fig. 6.

Square Nl98/El70, east wall.

Fig. 7. Square Nl98/E214 , north wall·
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Fig. 8.

Square Nl98/E214, north wall.

LEGEND:
01

Forest litter

Ml

Very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2, moist) loamy sand; weak, fine ,
crumb; soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrup t, wavy.
Contains higher percentage of sand, but less shell than underlying
horizons .

M2

Black (10YR2/l, moist) loamy sand; weak, fine, crumb; soft, very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, wavy . Contains heavy
admixture of crushed shell .

M3

Black (10YR2/l, moist) sandy loam; weak, fine , crumb; soft , very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, wavy. Shell fragments
are rare.

M4

All lenses of unit M4 are comprised of more than 75% shell . Vo ids
within shell lenses are filled with loam to sandy loam of either a
black (10YR2/l) or reddish brown (5YR4/4) color. The red materia ls
predominate lower in the unit. Abrupt, smooth boundary .

M5

Black (lOYR.2/1, moist) sand; structureless; soft, very friable;
nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, smooth. Band with a very small
admixture of loam. Judging from stratigraphic position M5 may
be Component 1 in this area of the site.

Cb

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, moist) sand; struc tureless, very
fine, single grain; soft, very friable; nonsticky , nonplastic .
Sterile sand.

R

= living

B

bone

root
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N198 / E214, north wall
elev.
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Fig. 9.

Square Nl98/E224, south wall.

LEGEND:
01

Forest litter

Ml

Black to light yellowish brown (l OYR2/l to 10YR6/4, moist) sandy
loam and sand. Interfingering lenses of shell midden and sand from
C horizon. Material cut from bank of midden deposit approximately
10 m west in 1950's and pushed into present position by bulldozer. Frequent crushed shell fragments (approximately 35% by volume) with
dimensions below 5 nun. Modern artifacts present.

M2

Black (10YR2/l, moist) loamy sand; weak, fine, crumb; soft, very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, wavy. Has same origin
as Ml, but is more homogeneous. Lenses are not apparent except
upon close examination. Shell content and preservation same as
in Ml. Boundary of M2 probably lower limit of disturbance during
1950's.

Olb

Black (N2/0, moist) mucky peat; structureless; soft, very friable;
nonplastic ; abrupt, smooth.

M3

Very dark brown (10YR2/2, moist) loamy sand; weak, fine, crumb ;
soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, smooth .
Contains occasional shell fragments.

M4

Zone of intergrading between M3 and Clbir.

M5

Same as Clbir except that M5 contains occasional fragments of
charcoal with dimensions below 5 mm.

Clbir
C2b

Very pale brown (10YR7/4, moist) sand.
acteristics as C2b. Sterile s and.

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, mois t) sand; struc tureless, very
fine, single grain, soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic.
Sterile sand.

R = living root
BW

= broken wood - circa 1955

S = stone
B

Same phys ical char-

= bone
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N 198/ E2 24, south wall

elev.
95.79 "ii===========::::::;::::.;:::::;:;:::::=======:::::::::::======:=:::~-
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Fig. 10 .

Square Nl98/E244, north wall .

LEGEND:
011

Forest litter

012

Dark yellowish brown (10YR4/8, moist) peat . Badly decomposed
f iber from trunk of a large tree comprises a large proportio n
of this layer. Clear, smooth boundary . Cont ains no shell.

013

Black (N2/0, moist) mucky peat . Abrupt, irregular bounda r y.
Mechanical mixing probably accounts for irregular nature of
the boundary. Contains no s hell.

C

Grayish brown (lOYRS / 2, moist) silt; weak, medium, olaty; s li ~htly
hard, f riable; nonsticky, nonplastic; very abrupt, smooth.
Contai ns no shell.

Ml

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, moist) sand; struc tureless, very
fi ne, single gra in; soft, very f riable, nonsticky, nonplastic.
Contains no shell or organic staining. Recovered well rounded.
quartzite pebbles, angular fragments of firecrac ked rock a nd one
basalt flake abo ut 4 cm across . Except for the presence of
these items Ml would have been included as part of IIC and
identified as sterile sand .

IICb

R

=

RW

Same as Ml except that IICb contains no material of cultura l
origin.

living root

= rotted wood fiber
N1!:18/ E244 . north wall

el e v
94.78m

----

011
012

- --- 0

~-- - -

-- - --

,.,.

,,,.,,

-

·-

- - -~-

___

.,./'

- - - - -- .-

013
.....

RW

. -... -

G

014

c
M1

Fi g.

D Cb
40 cm

10 .

(

---- ·--

Rw

---

--------

------ - - - - -

·- - - - - - - 0
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.,
. Fre-

,..
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Fig. 11 .

Square Nl98/E244, north wall .

Fig. 12. Four excavation units a long the west ern margi n of t he road
( Fig. 1) with the t op of the stratum c onta ini ng Componen t 1 visib l e as the
floor in eac h square . Ma rk Holmes is standing in Square N184/E l 82 .
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of contemporaneous strata vary horizontally.

These variations make

extensive fine scale co rrelations of strata acr oss the site impossible.
No cultural subdivisions within Component 2 are possible with currently
available data,and the numerous interfingering lenses assigned to
Component 2 are correlated as a group.

Table 1 provides the author's

correlation of strata across the site.
Within Table 1, a question mark (?) indicates that assignment
of the stratum to Component 1 or 2 is conceivable, but in a ll cases
the author favors assignment to Componen t 2 .

Minus (-) is used when

no equivalent stratum exists in the profile, and U indicates that excavatiPn
was terminate d at a level above which the stra tum in question could be
expected to occur.

TABLE 1
CORRELATION OF STRATA BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL EXCAVATION UNITS
Excc:vat i on

Component
Assignment

Nl98
El70

Nl98
E204

Un i ts

Nl98
E214

Nl98
E224

Nl98
E244

Trench

·~

-

Ml

Ml

Ml

-

M2

M2

M2

-

-

2

Ml- M5

M3-Mll

M3-M4

M3-M4/M5?

U/Ml?

Ml-MS

1

u

-

M5

U/MS?

U/Ml?

-

01

01

01

01

Oll

01

3

I

-

I
I

Natural
Strata

I

-

-

-

Olb

012-014

-

-

-

-

-

c

-

-

Clbir

-

Clbr

-

Clbir

Cb

C2b

Cb

C2b

II Cb

C2b

I
I

I

I

_I
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CULTURAL SEQUENCE
The cultural materials at 45PC7 are divided into three components;
the lower two are aboriginal and the upper is modern.

Artifacts from the

modern trash dump allow easy separation of the upper component, but
the basis for separating the aboriginal components is stratigraphic
position.

The two oldest cultural layers undoubtedly would have been

considered a single component except for the distinct stratigraphic
separation between them.
Component 1 (aboriginal)
Component 1 consists of a dark stained band 5 to 10 cm thick
that is separated from the surface midden (Component 2) by sterile
sand up to 1 m thick.

Fig. 12 shows four excavation units along the

western margin of logging road (Fig. 1) which have the top of the stratum
containing Component 1 exposed as the floor of the 2 m squares.

The

stratum separating material containing Component 1 and the overlying
black midden is sterile sand which is interpreted as a dune deposit
that drifted over a sparse occupation surface before complete stabilization
of the dunes.

Besides the cultural zone of Component 1 along the west

margin of the logging road, only stratum MS (Fig. 8) of Square Nl98/E214
reflects the Component 1 occupation.

Elsewhere this stratum is believed

to have been incorporated into Component 2 because it was not buried
deeply enough by dune sand to prevent destruction by subsequent
aboriginal and/or historic activities.

Only under the deepest deposits

near the dune crest or in areas where later disturbance was shallow has
Component 1 not been incorporated into Component 2.
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Cultural material from Component 1 is extremely s parse, but
the stratum containing it has unques tionably been modified by human
activity.

Cultural debris is restricted to one unifacial, triangular

point, several fish vertebra
dimensions below 5 mm.
0.49 gm.

and scattered charcoal fragments with

The point meansures 21 X 11 X 2 mm and weighs

Typologically it is not distinctive from the projectile points

of Component 2.
A charcoal sample was removed from Square Nl84/El82 to dat e
Component 1.

The sample was obtained by washing a 30 cm thick swath

of material through a 1/10 inch mesh screen.
was 99.51 ~ 0.15 m.

It dated 1860

± 100

Elevation of the sample

radiocarbon years B.P .

(WSU-1534).
Component 2 (aboriginal)
The bulk of the Martin Site cultural materials are contained
within hundreds of midden lenses which interfinger to form Component 2.
From one to the next, lenses vary greatly in both horizontal and vertical
dimensions, but taken together as one unit the lenses occur
50 m wide beach ridge for a length of about 100 m.

a~ross

the

Collectively, the

lenses can be described as consisting chiefly of sand with dark, organic
staining and a heavy admixture of shell and bone but, individually,
composition grades from almost pure shell to uncontaminated sand of
the underlying dune.

Within the deposit, age varies horizonta lly,

but by how much is unknown.

These materials probably were built up

during a long occupation that may have been seasonal, but lensing and
composition changes make board s cale hori zontal correlation within
the deposit impractical if not impossible.

For correlation of s trata
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across the site, the lenses of Component 2 are grouped as one cultural
and stratigraphic unit (Table 1).
Only one radiocarbon sample from Component 2 was dated.
of that sample (WSU-1535) was determined to be 1440
years B.P.

± 100

Age

radiocarbon

The sample was obtained from small fragmentary charcoal

which was intrusive into the C2b horizon below the floor of Structure
B (Fig. 20, 21, and 22).

The area from which sample WSU-1535 was

collected is indicated on Fig. 20 and 21

(elev. 98.14

± 0.05

m).

Kidd noted that several "somewhat doubtful suggestions of
structural features at the Martin Site were observed . .. " (Kidd 1967:17),
but was unable to characterize the structures.

Results of the 1974

excavations leave this circumstance only slightly improved.

During 1974

two features were discovered that are undoubtedly structural remnants.
The structures are designated A and B in the following discussion and
are assigned to Component 2.
Structure A
A remnant of Structure A was discovered in the south wall
of Trench 1 where that trench intersects the logging road (Fig. 4).
Except for the small remnant which shows as pit fill in Fig. 13 and 14,
Structure A was destroyed during construction of the logging road through
45PC7 in the mid-1950's.

This remnant of Structure A was left

unexcavated,and its only remaining value is that it might serve as a
reference from which to investigate and interpret activity areas or
for a settlement pattern analysis if additional structures are located
during future research.
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Stratigraphically, Structure A is located well above the level of
Component 1 and is correlated with Component 2.

The pit which constitutes

Structure A was excavated into sterile sand and backfilled with relatively
clean sand during aboriginal times.

The pit is overlain by lenses of

midden.
Structure B
The northwest corner of Structure B was discovered late in the
season while excavating Square Nl98/E204 and was only partially excavated.
The structural remains consisted of a pit with a pattern of posts and
walls that were evident as discoloration of the uppermost portion of the
sterile sand (C horizon) into which the pit had been dug .

Fig. 15

depicts the pattern of soil mottling apparent in the upper portion of
the C horizon.

The pattern shown is a composite developed from several

successive feature drawings, but corresponds roughly with the photograph
of the pattern presented as Fig. 16.
The most plausible explanat i on for the pattern is that wall e lements
(perhaps planking and posts) were placed in the C horizon during construction and were pulled out upon abandonment.

I n the process of pulling

out posts and planks , floor debris was mixed into the sterile s a nd of the
pit floor to produce the pattern observed .

The organic material that

wa s mixed into the C horizon below the living flo or was significantly
different from the bulk of the pit fill (F i g . 20 M7-M8) a nd must have
been introduced before the pit was backf illed.

The or ganic material

consisted of charcoal fragments mostly below 5 nun diameter with other
lightly, organically stained soil and occasional sma ll s hell f r agments.
Except i n postholes of large diameter, the heavily shel l laden bac k f ill
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did not intrude into material of the C horizon which formed the floor of
the structural pit.

The hypothesis is that during removal of the structural

members small amounts of debris from the living floor were inadvertently
mixed into the vacated holes before the pit was backfilled .
After salvaging the structural elements, the pit must have been
backfilled almost immediately.

Two observations support this statement:

(1) the pit walls have survived as vertical faces and (2) the pit fill
is relatively homogeneous and thick.

If the pit had been left unfilled

for very long the vertical, sand walls would have been destroyed by human
activity or natural forces such as rain.
The fact that stratigraphic units M7 and M8 (Fig . 20 and 21) were
thicker and more homogeneous than overlying layers suggests that old
midden deposits were used as backfill material and were placed in the
pit as units .

In doing so the materials were homogenized.

Had the pit

been filled gradually , the fill would have consisted of thinner interfingering l enses.

Overl ying material, except wher e stratigr aphy was

destroyed during logging operations (Fig. 20, 21 and 22 , Ml-M2), consisted of thin layers and l e nses of midden .
The possibility that Structure B burned has been considered, but
that hypothesis is rejected.

Had it burned, charcoal fragments in greater

quantity and of larger size would have been recovered in the pit or in
the postholes.

Unburned post fragments might even have surviv ed in the

lower portions of postholes.

Charcoa l f ragments in the f loor pattern

are explained as floor debris; presumedly originating from a hearth .
Additionally, artifacts were not found at the liv ing floor .
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In an attempt to determine the size of Structure B the southwes t
quarter of Square N200/E208 was excavated to extend the west wall of Square
Nl98/E208 (Fig. 1).

If the north wall of Structure B was more than 3.5 m

long it would have intersected the exposed profile.

No evidence of the

structure wall was found in the profile.
The photographs presented as Fig. 17, 18 and 19 show the walls
of Square Nl98/E204 and correspond respectively with the drawings
~

presented as Fig. 20, 21 and 22.
evident in each figure.

The pit known as Structure B is clearly

Please note that the strata designations

correlate strata between the wall diagrams of Square Nl98 /E204 , but not
necessarily with strata in other 2 m square excavation units (Table 1).
Artifact Inventory of Component 2
The description of artifacts is organized under two major headings:
Lithic Artifacts and Organic Artifacts.

As subdivisions under these,

several categories based on form are employed .

A degree of parallelism,

but not identity with respec t to function, is assumed fo r each of the
subdivisions.
In categories where ma ny items are as signed, tables are used to
present the physical attributes.

Information not lending itself to

presentation in tabular form is included in the remarks co lumn of each
table.

When the number of items assigned to a category is small, a

verbal description of the artifacts is used.

Fig. 23 and 24 feat ure

representative specimens from the artifact inventory .
Values within t ables for l ength, width

and t h ickness were measur ed

at 90° to each axis and are the maximum dimensions that can be measured
for each variable.

Measurements are given in cm and weights i n gm .
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Fig. 13. Stratigraphic profile exposed as the s outh wall of Trench 1.
The profile is described below as two master soil horizons with an
intervening zone of highly disturbed cultural midden. Because of
interfingering and overlapping subdivisions within the midden, depth
measurements are omitted from verbal description and approximate depths
may be obtained by use of the scale.

LEGEND:
01

Forest litter

Ml

Black (10YR2.5/l, moist) loamy sand; weak, fine, crumb; soft, very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; gradual , smooth. Occasional shell
fragments.

M2

Black (10YR2/l, moist) very sandy loam; weak, fine , crumb; soft,
very friable; nonsticky , nonplastic; abrupt, wavy. Occasional
crushed shell fragments.

M3

Heavy concentration of crushed and whole shells in soil matrix as
described for Cl. Boundary abrupt, wavy.

M4

Heavy concentration of crushed and whole shells in soil matrix as
described for C2. Boundary abrupt, wavy.

M5

Yellowish brown (10YR5.5/4; conunon, medium occasionally large, faint
mottles 10YR3/l; moist) sand; structureless; soft, very friable; nonsticky, neoplastic; abrupt, wavy. Occasional crushed shell fragments.

M6

Very dark gray (10YR3/l, moist) sandy loam; structureless; slightly
hard, friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, wavy. Compacted
layer which may have been produced by activity on a living surface.
Occasional crushed shell fragments.

M7

Dark grayish brown (10YR4/2, moist) sand ; structureless; soft, very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, wavy . Compacted, but less
so than M6. Occasional crushed shell fragments.

M8

Dark grayish brown (10YR4.5/2, moist) sand; structureless; soft, very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; abrupt, smooth. Square cornered pit
designated St ructure A with fill as described above . Frequent shell
fragments.

Clbir

C2

Yellow (10YR7/6, moist) sand; structureless, very fine, single
grain; soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; clear, smooth.
No shell; sterile sand . This horizon is not apparent in the
area diagranuned west of the midden.

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, moist) sand; stru c tureless, very fine,
single grains; soft to loose, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic .
Sterile sand.
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•

Fig. 14. Surviving remnant of Structure A visible in the south wall
of Trench 1.
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Fig. 15. Plan view of Structure B. In patterned areas of Fig.15 color
shifts with value and/or chroma less than 10YR6/3 are attributed to
contamination introduced from the living floor into the C horizon
(sterile sand) during salvage of structural elements.
LEGEND:
Grayish brown (10YR5/2, distinct mottles to 10YR5/4) sand.
Contains occasional fragments of crushed shell and cha r coal
with dimensions less than 5 mm. Structural pit edge defined
by this material. Pit perimeter shown in plan view in Fig. 15
intersects east and south wall of Square Nl98/E204 at zones
marked "exterior wall X-section" (Fig. 20 and 21) .
Grayish brown (10YR5/2, distinct mottles to 10YR3/l) sand.
Contains larger amount and sizes of shell and charcoal and
extends deeper into the C horizon than does material described
above. In isolated zones shell may be 10 to 20% of materials
by volume. Areas patterned thus probably represent postholes .

I--

....

, ___

I ,,,

Grayish bro'Wil (10YR5/2, distinct mottles to 10YR5/4) sand.
Edges of discolored band are not as smooth a s diagrammed
(width varies from 7-12 cm) but are continuous along the
entire length. Contains occasional shell fragments, but
charcoal is rare. Probably resulted from presence of an
internal wall.

. ···· .

*

./'

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, faint mottles to 10YR6/3)
sand. Contains rare flecks of charcoal and shell.
Colors vary for each individual zone (10YR6/4 to 10YR4/l) .
Zones diagrammed to indicate areas in which c ontamination
extended deepest into C horizon. Each of these zones was
visible at least 10 cm deeper than depth a t whic h the ov erlying pattern on diagram became ma rkedly l ess dis tinc t.
Zone from which c harcoal sample WSU-1535 was collected .
determination: 1440 ~ 100 radiocarbon yea rs B.P.

Age
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Fig. 16. Square Nl98/E204, floor . Camera po i nted cast. Line A- B is the
int e rsection of the wall and floor at an elevation of a pprox imat ely 98 . 20 cm.

Fig. 17. Sq ua r e Nl98/E204, eas t wall.
lin e A-B in Fig. 16 .

Lin e A-B

j s .~ t

same

eJ,•v•1 L1vn as

JO

Fig. 18.

Squ ar e Nl9 8/E204 , so uth wall .

Fig. 19.

Squar e Nl9 8/E204, north wall .
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Fig. 20, 21, and 22 .

Profile drawings of Nl9S/E204 .

LEGEND :
01

Forest litter

Ml

Black (10YR2 / l, distinct mottles to 10YR5/ 3) loamy sand; weak, f ine,
cr umb; soft, very friable; nonsticky, nonplastic; clear, smooth.
Crush~d shell comprises 10-20% of this stra tum by volume .
Complete
shell halves are rare. Contains many fine to medium roots caus·ing
this stratum to dry faster than M2.

M2

Same as Ml except that M2 has less roots and retains moisture better.
The abrupt, wavy to i rregular lower boundary of M2 probably represents
the lower limit of disturbance in this prof ile during logging
operations .

M3

Very dark gray (10YR3 / l to
crumb; soft, very friable ;
Shell that is less crushed
s tratum by volume . Valves

M4

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, moist) loamy sa nd . Cha r ac t er istic s
same as M3, except that 25% of shell in M4 has under gone physical
change which discolored it from white to light gr ay (10YR7/l) a nd
caused it to be more easily broken.

M5

Black (10YR2/l, mois t) loam; weak , fi ne, c rumb; sof t, very f r i a ble ,
slightly plastic ; abrupt, smooth.

M6

Like M4, but M6 is 30-40% shell by volume .

M7

Very dark to dark grayish brown (10YR3/ 2 to 1 0YR4/2, mois t) loamy
s and; weak, fine, crumb; sof t, very f riab l e ; nonstic ky , nonplas tic ;
abrupt, smooth, s hell is 15-25% by vo lume .

HS

Black (10YR2/l, moist ) loamy sand.
M7 and MS are the same .

M9

Very dark grayish brown (10YR5/2; common, medium, dist inct mott le s
10YR3/2 to 10YR6/4, mois t) sand; wea k, fi ne, crumb; s of t, ve ry
friable; nonsticky, nonpla stic ; a brupt, wavy . M9 a nd Ml O are t he
s tra t a which cons titute the pa ttern shown i n Fig. 15 . Bot h c ont a in
occasional s hell and cha r coa l fragment as described i n Fig. 15 legend .

MlO

Pale brown (10YR6/3, mois t) s a nd. Same as M9 except t hat ~ on 
tamina t i on is very slight . Shell and c bar coaJ fra gmen ts a re rare.

Mll

Materia l ha s same cha r ac teri s tic s as M7.

Ml2

Black (N2/0, moist) l oamy sand ; weak, medium, cr umb; soft , very
friable; nonsticky, nonplastic ; clear, wavy. Compacted light l y .
Contains occa sional s hell fra gments .

10YR5/3 moist) sandy loam; weak, fine,
nonsticky, nonplastic; a brupt, wavy.
tharl in Ml and M2 comprises 90% of this
often found complete .

Exc ept for soil ma trix co l ors,
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M13

Black (N2/0, moist) loamy sand; weak,
hard, friable; nonsticky, nonplastic;
more than Ml2 . Probably ground level
structure. Contains occasional shell

Clbir
C2b

medium, crwnb; slightly
clear, wavy. Compacted
during occupation of
fragments .

Same as C2b below except for l ight iron staining.
clear, smooth.

Boundary

Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4, moist) sand; structureless very
fine, single grain; soft to loose, very friable; nonsticky,
nonplastic. Sterile sand.

k

= krotovina

*

=

stratigraphic level from which radiocarbon sample WSU-1535 was
obtained. Age determination 1440 ± 100 radiocarbon years B.P.
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N198 / E204 . south wall
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N198/E204, north wall
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Plus (+) is used in conjunction with weight, length, width and thickness
to indicate that the artifact is broken or otherwise reduced in size so that
the value now observed for the variable is substantially less than the
original size.
Lithic Artifacts
Bi faces
Bifaces from the Martin Site are primarily triangular projectile
points with slightly convex edges and rounded corners at the base (Fig . 23
a-h), but occasional specimens with a flat base and sharp base corners
exist (Fig. 23 i-j).

Separation into classes a and b indicates only

whether or not secondary flaking of the artifact has completely obliterated
the primary flake s cars of the flake from which the tool was manufactured.
If any portion of the primary flake scar remains, the artifact is assigned
to Class b.

Frequently, Class b artifacts are secondarily flaked totally

over one surface, but a portion of the primary flake scar remains on the
other surface.

In Fig. 23 k-p the artifacts a re arranged so that the

primary flake scar remnant is visible.

All projec tile points from

45PC7 are assignable to Category 1-1 which Roll (1974:99) established
to classify primary procurement implements from the Minard Site.
It is interesting t o note the rarity of stemmed points at the
Martin Site.

None were recovered during the 1974 excavations and only

one was reported by Kidd (1967:20 and Fig. 7 and 9).

An artifact co llection

gathered from a site by the bay edge east of 45PC7 by Mr . Alan Greiner
(Sherwood Forest Camp, Nahcotta), contains a high perc entage of stemmed
points .

The stemmed points were recovered in apparent associat ion with

'

.
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Fig . 23.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
j .

k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

I

r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.
z.
aa .
bb .
cc .
dd.
ee .
ff.

Representative stone tools of Component 2.
Catalogue Number

Artifact Class

Nl98/E2 08-52
Nl98/E220-35
Nl98/E224 - 32
Nl98/E214- 92
Nl98/E214 - 100
Nl98/E214- 73
Nl98/E228 - 10
Nl98/E214- 101
Nl98/E220-45
N198/E214-51
Nl98/El78-55
Nl98/El70-250
Nl98/E220-22
Nl98/E228-12
Nl98/E208-34
Nl98/E204 - 177
N198/E178-53
Nl98/El78-56
Nl98/E220-32
N198/El78-50
Nl98/E220- 8
Test Pit 1-1
N198/El70-276
N198/E214-52
N198/E224-27
Nl98/E220-31
Nl98/E228-14
N198/E220- 43
Nl98/E 214- 47
Nl98/E228- 15
Nl98/E220- 34
Unprovenienced 1

biface (class a)

biface (class b)
II
II
II
II
II

wedge
scraper
biface (class b)
biface (class a)
scraper (bifacially retouched fl a ke )
scraper (edge ground)
scraper (bifacially flaked)
scraper (bifacially retouched f lake )
hammer stone
hammers tone
net sinker?
scraper (bifacially f laked)
net sinker
grinding stone
whetstone/hammerstone
whetstone/hammers t one

·.
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Table 2.--Bifaces from Component 2
Catalog Number
Nl98/El70- 2SO*
2S4
25S
259
263

Class Leng th

Width

Thickness

Weight

b
a
a
b
a

2.8
2.4+
2. 5+
3.4
2. 1+

1.8
1. 2+
1.6
1. 7
1.5

0.5
0 . 5+
0.5
0. 3
0.5

2.28
1.17+
1.75+
1.6S
1.43+

265

a

1.2+

0 . 9+

0 . 3+

0.22+

266
268
270
27S
276*

a
a
b
a
a

2.2
2.6
1. 9
2 .6
3.3

1.6
1.4
1.1
1.4
3.1

0. 4
0.3
0.3
0. 3
1. 9

1.50
1. 21
0.43
1.10
9.66

280

a

2. 7+

1.6+

0.5

1 . 93+

283
Nl98/El78- 2
48 ~

a
a
b

1. 9+
2.7
1. 7+

l.S
1.6
0 . 7+

0.5
0. 4
0 . 2+

1. S3+
1. 72
O. ll+

SO*
S3*
S5*
S7
Nl98/E204-l
28
32
3S
40
45
46
143
1S6
170
177*

a
a

4. 7
2.9
2. 6
2.4
2.S
2.3
1.4+
3 . o+
2 . 2+
1. 7+
1.9+
1. 7+
2. o+
2 . 0+

2.S
3. 0
1. 9
1. 7
1. 2
1.4
2.S+
2. 2+
1.4+
2.2+
1.0+
1. 9+
1.8
2.0

o.s

0.6
0. 8
0. 3
0.3
0. 3
0.5
0.6

4.8S
ll.S4
2. 43
1.54
1. 29
1.40
1. 31+
2 . 83+
1.6 7+
1. 20+
O.S7+
1.43+
2 . 18+
2 . 88+

'L6

1. )

() . 8

'3 . 59

2.4
2. 2
2. 0+
1.2+
1. 9+
2.4
2. o+
4. 3
2. 1+

1.S
1.5
1.3+
1.5+
1.1
1. 0
1.8+
1.8
l.S

0.4
0.4

1. 38
l.S9
1 . 13+
J . OS+
1.84+
1. 99
1 . 71+
4 . 25
1.82+
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N198/E208- 3
19
29
33
34*
47
52*
54

b

b
a

b
a

a
a
a
b
b

a
h
b

a
b

a
a

a
b

a
a

a

1. 0
0. 5
~-4

0.5

o.s
o.s

o.s
0.4+
0.7
0.7

o.s

0. 6
0 .5

Remarks
Jasper
Chert/Medial sect ion
Chert/Distal end miss ing
Chert
Chert/Corner at proximal
end missing
Quartzite/Proximal end
missing
Agate
Chert
Chert
Agate
Petrified wood/Oval
bi face
Petrified wood/Oval
bi face
Chert
Agate
Agate/Splinter from edge
of biface
Basalt
Chert/Wedge
Basalt
Chert
Chert
Chert
Agate
Agate
Chert
Agate
Petrified wood
Chert
Agate
Pe trified wood
r:J11~ rt [1 :1ku; one e nd
fJaked to a point
Cher t
Basalt
Agate
Chert
Chert
Chert
Chert
Chert
Agate
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Table 2.--Contlnued .
Catalog Number
Nl98/E214-22
46
48
49
51*
52*
65
67
68
73*
79
82
89
92*
100*
101*
106
109
112
Nl98/E220-6
9
18
22*
32*,
35*
38
39
42
43*
45*
Nl98/E224- 22
24
30
31
32*
39
Nl98/E228-9
10*
12*

*

Class Length
a
a
a

b
b
b
b

a
b
a
b
b
b
a
a
a
a

b
b
a
a
a
b
b

a

a
b
b

a
a
b

a
a

a
a
a
a
a
b

13

a

18

b

Width

Thickness

1. 2+
2.2+
2. 5
2. 1+
2.7
3.3
2.0
l.o+
1.6
3.1
2 .2
2.8
2.4+
3.5
3.1
2. 7
1. 7+
2.0
2. o+
3. 3
2. 0+
l. 5+
2.4
4. 6

l. 2
1.6
2.5
1. 3
1. 2
1.8
1.o+
0 . 9+
1.4
1. 4
1. 5
1.4
1.6
1. 8
1. 8
1. 3
1. 8
1.4
1. 2
2. 2
3. 4
1.1+
1.4
2.7

0.5+
0.5
0. 8
0.3
0.5
0. 7
0.4
0.4+
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.5
0. 5
0. 6
0.5
0. 6
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.7
0. L1
0.4
0.6

4. 3
3.0
2. 7
2. 7
5.6
2 .6
2. 4
2.0+
1. 9+
2. 8
3.6
1.1+
2.7
2.8
2.2
0 . 8+
2. l+

1. 3
1. 8
1. 3
1. 4
3. 5
2.0
1. 3
l. 6+
1. 7+
J.2+
L. 5
0.8+
1. 2
1. 9
l. 2
l.o+
l. 5

0. 4
0.4
0. 5
0.4
1.0
0. 5
0. 3
0.6
0.4+
0. 6
0. 5
0 . 4+
0. 4
0. 6
0.4
0.4+
0. 4

Indicates that artifact is shown in Fig . 23 .

Weight
1. 22+
2. 05+
7.79

0 . 9o+
1. 48
4 . 62
0.97+
0.44
0 . 86
2. 16
1. 33
1.87
1.90+
3.34
2. 19
2. 00
l . 14+
1.02
1 . 06+
3 .4 9
6 . 19+
0 . 54+
1.06
6 . 90
2.42
]. 62
l.54
]. 26
17.75
1. 71

1. 00
1. 37+
0.61+
1.59+
2. 47
0.18+
1. 20
1.82
1.04
0. 24+
0 . 77+

Remarks
Agate
Basalt
Agate
Agate
Chert
Che rt / Retouched flake
Cher t
Chert/Media section
Chert
Chert
Chert
Quartzite
Chert
Basalt
Basalt
Chert
Agate
Chert
Che rt
Chert/Oval biface
Agate
Basalt/Med Lal section
Jasper
Basalt/Broke n and
r eshaped
Jasper
Agate
Agate
Chert
Basalt
Basalt
Jasper
Common opal/Distal end
Agate/Distal end
Agate
Petrified wood
Jasper/Distal Pnd
Pe trified wood
Pe trifi ed lvOOd
Jasper
/\ga te
Chert

-- - -- - -- - -- -
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glass trade beads, indicating that the site is probably markedly younger
than 45PC7.

The site from which Mr. Greiner's collection was obtained

is being eroded away

py

encroachment of the bay.

In addition to the triangular projectile points, two much larger

triangular bifaces (Fig. 23 s-t) are present .

Functionally, these are

more properly classed as knives and/or scrapers.

The ovoid bifaces

(Fig. 23 w, x, bb) probably served a similar f unction.

Table 2 contains

the physical attributes of the bifaces recovered in 1974.
Stone Wedge
Most wedges are of bone, but one bifacially flaked chert artifact
(Fig. 23 q:

Tables 2 and 5) may

hav ~

functioned as a wedge.

As arranged

in Fig. 23, the lower edge of this tool is heavily crushed by battering
while the opposing edge shows a well developed series of hinge fractur es.
Ninety degree rotation and light use of the lateral margins is indicated
by less developed crushing and hinging along the sides.

Polishing of

the edge and a series of hinge fractures like those developed on scrapers
are not present.
Unifacially Flaked Scrapers
The lower edge of the scraper shown as Fig. 23 r has a we ll
developed series of hinge fractures and is polished immedia tely behind
those fractures.

The tool is unifac ially flaked and migh t properly be

classed as a thumbnail scraper.

Only one artifact is ass i gned to this class .
'

Flake Knives
In the case of the artifacts illustrated a1· Fig. 23 u a nd v,

th~

flakes from which they were manufactured are only s lightly modified a lon g
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the margins to form the cutting edge.

On item u the cutting edge was

formed primarily by small flakes, but some abrasion of the edge is apparent.
The flake is siltstone and is patinated.

Weathering of the surface has

made determination of the wear pattern and striation alignment impossible .
Item v is basalt and is much better preserved than u .
edge of this tool was formed by grinding.

The cutting

Parallel stria tions up to 6 mm

back from the edge occur on both faces of the tool.

The wear pattern

coupled with the convexity of the cutting edge are taken to indicate use
as a cutting tool (Semenov 1973:83).

This tool was recovered from a highly

disturbed area in which Test Pit 1 (TP-1) was excavated .
Weights
Two items were recovered which I have classified as weights for
use on nets or fishing lines (Fig. 23 aa, cc).

The firs t of these is

siltstone and may have formed as a concretion around a linear object such
as a root.
drilled.

The hole through the center shows no signs of having been
This item was recovered from the cultural level of Square

Nl98/E228 which correlates with stratum Ml in Square Nl98/E244; that is,
it was found below the Shalcar muck.
The second item (Fig. 23 cc) is a subrounded beach pebble which
has a girdling groove produced by pecking.
unmodified.

The stone is otherwise

No grinding or wear is apparent in the groove.

Hammers tones
Four hammerstones (Table 3) made from subrounded to rounded
beach pebbles were recovered.

Deformation of these stones ranges from

the large irregular flakes removed on the end of the item shown as
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Table 3
HAMMERSTONES AND GROUND STONES FROM COMPONENT 2

------·---Cata l ogue Number Length Width Thicknes s Weight

-·-

Remarks

Hammers tones
Nl98/E220- 31*

4 . 6+

3.2

2.8

56.59+

Nl98/E224- 18

5 . 9+

3.1+

2. 2

55.79+

25

10.5

7.5

3.5

27*

8. 0

2.5

1. 6

432.0
58.91+

Quartzite bench grav~J. One end
broken of E. Other end flatt1.•ned
by pecki ng .
Schist beach grave l . OnC' end
broken off . Othl'r end flatll'nt!d
by pecking .
Sandstone beac h gravel . Bo th
ends flatte ned by pecking.
Sil t s tone beach gr ave l . On c· end
broken off . Other e nd he:lvi l y
batt ered .

Ground Stone Arti fac ts
Nl98/E214-48
N198/E220-34*

3.3
9. 4+

3. 3
5.1

1. 8

7.94
136 . 84

N198/E228-15*

7. 4

5.6

3.2

207.5

J.3

Pumice . frregu Jar sphere .
Siltstone . One end broken , if f ;
o the r end heavil y batt e r ed . All
other sfcs show extensive
grinding .
Quartzite beach gr ave l . Both
ends have facets produced b v
gri nding as does on<' Clf the•
two largest

s ur f;it;~s

t1f Lh1•

stone .
16

3. 6+

6 . 8+

12.4+

10 . o+

139 . V>

Coarse• snndstom· - ,\ II s f , ~.
s tai1wd with red cwllc•r . 011"
e nd
stone i s bro ken off .

296+

Siltstone. Heavi. l v gro und o1n
a ll surfaC"es . On e end brokc· rt

or

Unprov . 1*

1. 4

off .

:':

Indica t es that artifa c t is shown in Fig. 23 .

•
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Fig. 23 y to the light uniform pitting and flattening on the left of
Fig. 23 z.

On

three of the four specimens the wear is like that shown

on item z.

On

artifacts Nl98/E220-31, Nl98/E224-18

and Nl98/E224- 27

one end of the tool has been broken off and no wear is apparent on the
broken end.

Artifact Nl98/E224-25 has been flattened by pecking on

opposing ends and is unbroken .
Ground Stone Artifacts
Three of the five ground stone artifacts (Table 3) are shown in
Fig. 23 .

On the face opposite that shown as Fig. 23 ee, there has been

little modification of the natural stone surface, but the opposite face
of Fig . 23 ff has two distinct grooves that form the same pattern as on
the surface illustrated.

Both these objects have large flakes removed

along the edges which indicates their occasional use as hammerstones.
The artifact shown as Fig. 23 ff was found on the logging road; hence its
catalogue number as Unprovenienced #1.

Both these items probably served

primarily as whetstones.
The artifact shown as Fig. 23 dd is quartzite and is substantially
harder than the siltstone items, but one broad surface (the other
surface is unground) is flattened and smoothed by grinding .

The ends are

also flattened and ground at an angle of about 20° to the long axis.
A cross section of the stone along the long axis is a parallelogram.

No

use of this artifact as a hammerstone is apparent.
Artifact Nl98/E228-16 is a coarse sandstone which has been broken
across its long axis.

No striations or flats are apparent on it, but all

surfaces are stained with red ocher.

The stone is not so rigidly cemented
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Fig. 24.

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j .

k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.

Representative bone and shell artifacts from Component 2.
Catalogue Number

Artifact Class

Nl98/E214-50
Nl98/E208-49
Nl98/E204-219
Nl98/E214-84
Nl98/E214-108
Nl98/E214-69
Nl98/E224-28
Nl98/E214-110
N200/E208-l
Nl98/E208-44
Nl98/E214-105
N200/E208-2
Nl98/E220-40
Nl98/E204-20
Nl98/E208..-35
Nl98/El78-52
Nl98/E178-49
Unprovenienced 2
Nl98/E220-23
Nl98/E214-113
Nl98/E214-114

bone club handle
antler digging stick handle
bird bone whistle ·
split bone awl or barb
II

"

II
II

ground shell blade (Mytilus californianus)
shell bead (Dentalium pritiosum)
split bone awl
striated antler tine
antler flaking tool
II

antler bodkin
bone bodkin
antler wedge tip
girdled elk metapodial

"
antler wedge
split bone wedge
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that the grains cannot be separated from the surf ace by passing the
thumb over the specimen with moderate pressure.
Artifact Nl98/E214-48 is a nearly spherical pumice ball.

No

wear patterns are apparent.
Organic Artifacts
Carved Bone and Antler
The sculptured artifact fragments shown as Fig. 24 a and b are
respectively of bone and antler.

Item a is thought to be the carved

head of a bone club like those in use among the Nootka histor ically
(Stewart 1973:140).

The lines forming the facial features were

probably incised with a burin-like tool .
Item b probably is a broken digging stick handle (Nelson
1969:339; Walker 1973, Fig. 23) .
hole are rounded and polished .

The broken edges bordering the larger
After initially being broken at this

large bole, the handle was apparently revitalized by cutting a second
bole.
ing.

The broken edges of the small hole a r e angular and show no smoothAfter breaking the second hole, the handle probably was discarded.

The design was cut into the antler by gouging segments crosswise on the
two wide grooves girdling the handle.

The latter means of cutting is

appar ent upon examining the photograph of this artifact closely.

The

thinner lines were gouged along the length of each line .
Bird Bone Whistle
One bird bone whistle (Fig. 24 c) was recovered in Square Nl98/E204
in the midden overlying the pit fill of Structure B.
long and 1.2 cm in diameter.

The whistle is 11.1 cm
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Table 4
AWLS, BODKINS AND/OR BARBS FROM COMPONENT 2

Catalogue Number Length Width Thickness
Nl98/El78-52*
Nl98/E208-13

Weight

9.1
2.3+

1.5
0.6

0.9
0.4

35*

9.7

1.2

1.2

37

1.3+

1. 0

0.5

0.53+
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Nl98/E214-45

2 .5+
2.5+

1.4+
0.5+

1.4+
0.2

2.67+
0.3o+
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69*
84*
105*
108*
110*
Nl98/E220-20

2.3+
7 .o+
3.1+
8.6
3.9+
11.8
5.2+

1.9+
0.5
0.6
1. 9
0.3
0. 6
1.1

1.1+
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.2
0.4
0.9

1.12+
1.41+
0.82+
4.40
0.37+
3.29
3.91+

Nl98/E224-26*

8.5

2.3

1.5

14. 92

28*

8.3

0.8

0.5

3.11

*

9. 89

o. 75+
10.12

Indicates that artifact is shown in Fig. 24.

Remarks
Bone/Rectangular x-section.
Bone/Proximal end missing. Rectangular x-section.
Bone/Square x-section. Carved
and polished for entire length.
Bone/Triangular x-section. Tip
only.
Antler/Oval x- section. Tip only.
Bone splinter/Rectangular cross
section.
Antler/Oval x-sec tion . Tip only.
Bone/Trapizoidal x-section.
Bone/Rectangular x-section.
Bone splinter.
Bone/Rectangular x-section .
Bone/Rectangular x-section.
Bone/Medial frag . Triangular
x section.
Bone/Irregular frag. with ground
point.
Bird bone.

Awls, Bodkins and/or Barbs
The artifacts shown as Fig. 24 d-h and o-p are representative of
the items included in Table 4.

These artifacts were all produced by

grinding bone splinters to final shape.

They undoubtedly represent tools

or tool components that vary widely in function.

Uses of the items

collectively probably included, but were not restricted to needles,
awls, leister and fishhook barbs.

Splinters from metapodial shafts like

that shown as Fig. 24 k undoubtedly provided the bulk of the raw material
for these artifacts.

Wear and polish at the point of item k makes it

apparent that it was utilized in its current form, but similar splinters
were undoubtedly ground to the highly reduced forms of artifacts d-h.
The rarity of barbed bone or antler harpoon points at the Martin
Site is significant when considering the subsistence base of 45PC7
inhabitants.

No harpoon points were recovered inl974, and this artifact

class is poorly represented in the materials reported by Kidd (1967:22).
Rarity of harpoon points and abundance of stone projectile points
re-inforces Roll's (1974:272) contention that the procurement system
employed at the Martin Site was oriented to utili zation of land mammals
instead of ocean and bay resources.
Shell Artifacts
Only three shell artifacts were found in 1974.

Two adze blade

fragments (Fig. 24 i) and one Dentalium bead (Fig . 24 j) were recovered in
Square Nl98/E208.
Flaking Tools
Examination of the elk antler tines illusrrated as Fig . 24 1-n
under a binocular microscope at 3x revealed no imbed ed stone flakes i n
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Table 5
WEDGES AND FLAKING TOOLS FROM COMPONENT 2

Catalogue Number Length Width Thickness

W~ight

Remarks

Flaking Tools
Nl98/E204-20*

10.5

2.3

2.3

20.41

Elk antler tine.

Nl98/E208-2*

6.7

2.0

2.0

13.60

Elk antler tine .

Nl98/E220-40*

9.0

2.3

2.3

25.36

Elk antler tine.

4. 7+

2. 5+

1.3+

2.9

3.0

1. 0

4.o+

0.8+

0. 7+

Wedges
Nl98/El78-49*
53*

Nl98/E208-53

4.04+
11. 54

2.67+

Antler/Oval x-section. Tip only .
Chert/One edge heavily battered.
Opposite edge shows hinge frac tures. No polish to indicate
use as scraper.
Antler/Oval x-sec tion . Tip only.

Nl98/E214-113*

13.0

2.7+

1.4

36.15+

Antler/Rectangular x-section.

114*

17.8

3.1

1.3

39.40

Bone/Shaft of tibia (elk?).

117

10.4+

2.4

LO

13.13+

Antler/Rectangular x-section.

*

Indicates that artifact is shown in Fig. 24 .
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the numerous scars on these tools, but the classi fication category is
retained because of tool morphology and the apparent wear patterns
(Table 5).
Wedges
Of the six wedges found, four are of antler (Table 5).
remainder one is stone (Fig. 23 q) and one is bone.
preserved wedges are presented as Fig. 24 q, t

u.

Of the

The three best
Fig. 24 q is only

the distal end fragment of an orginally much larger artifact .

Item t

has been split longitudinally, but the form is well shown in Fig. 24.
Item u is probably complete.
Girdled Metapodials
Girdled metapodials (Fig. 24 r-s) are common at the Martin Site .
Most are elk, but a few are from deer.

Metapodials were favored fo r use

in the manufacture of bone barbs and awls.
Reduction of the raw bone was apparently accomplished by girdling
the bone where the shaft flares to the width of the distal articular
surfaces.

Two methods were used in girdling the bone:

and sawing (Fig. 24 s) .

adzing (Fig. 24 r)

In most cases, the girdling cut was made only

about halfway through the bone wall.

Separation of the articular

surfaces was completed by breaking.

The break did not always occur

precisely along the groove on all sides, a nd a portion of the shaft
often remained with the articular segment.

Item s illustrates this

type of break.
After separation from the articular surfaces, the bone shaft
was splintered irregularly by battering or split by snapping along
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longitudinally incised grooves as the next step in reduction.

Fig . 24 k

is one of the slightly modified splinte1s formed by battering.

After

splintering, carving and/or grinding was employed to produce the f inished
artifact.

The techniques of bone and 3ntler working discussed by Steward

(1973:112) were employed at the Martin Site .

Only drilling was not obser-

ved in the materials.
Girdling by adzing or sawing is apparent on several other a rtifacts .
Fig. 24 c, 1-o all have been treated thus.

Girdling of antler by adz ing

and bone by sawing is the pattern that domina tes in the collection .
Only one bone girdled by adzing was recovered (Fig. 24 r).

No antler

tines girdled by sawing were found.
Faunal Remains of Component 2
Intensive analysis of the faunal materials has not been attempted,
but two interesting points are apparent from a cursory examination of
the bones.

No quantitative data support these observations, and the

following statements are only impressions .
In the elk (Cervus canadensis) remains recovered , abnormally
large individuals are represented.

The comparative specimen available

at WSU (WSU 65-68) was a very old male of the Rocky Mountain subspecies
which was near the upper size range f or that subspecies .

Among the elk

remains at 45PC7, bones exist which are significantly larger than the
bones of the compa rative specimen.

Presumedly, thos e remains are from

animals belonging to the Olympic subspecies.
The number of elk phalanges and metapodials recovered is
proportionally large.

This probably resulted from the butchering pattern

employed and is another example of the " schlepp effect" (Daly 1969:149) .
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Ostrea and Clinoca1dium remains are dominant in the midden , and
other shells occur in much smaller numbers.

Shells identified in the

midden are listed below.
Ostrea lurida (native oyster)
Clinocardium nuttalli (basket cockle)
Tresus capax (horse clam)
Siliqoa patula (razor clam)
Mytilus edulis (blue mussel)
Saxidomus giganteus (butter clam)
Macoma nasuta (bent nose clam)
Thais lamellosa (wr inkled purple)
Mytilus californianus (California mussel)
Dentalium pritiosum
Component 3 (Euro-American)
During the mid-1950's the ridge occupied by the Martin Site was
logged, and the cultural deposits were extensively disturbed.

In addition

to construction of a road lengthwise through the center of the site
(Fig. !),devastating disruptions of the aboriginal, cultural deposits
occurred.

Mr. Joe Rowe of Nahcotta bulldozed the road and made other

cuts on the site during the logging operation.

Conversations with him

at 45PC7 revealed that materials were cut from the ridge face south of
an east-west line through N230 (a 30 cm high berm currently marks the
northernmost side of the cut) and were pushed about 20 m eastward over
the Shalcar muck deposits which border the ridge.

This disturbance

shows clearly in the stratigraphy of Square Nl98/E224.

The upper 80

to 100 cm of material excavated from that square was cut from the midden
and redeposited on top of a highly disturbed layer of the Shalcar muck .
Within that disturbed material, fragments of undecayed, broken wood,
ax cut chips and metal items such as a live 32 caliber rifle cartridge
and chain links were found.

AdditionDlly, the bulldozer cut is evident

as a marked steepening of the bank at Square Nl98/E214 .

How far south
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of Square Nl98/E214 the cut was made is not known, but a marked steepening
of t he bank is apparent on the ridge margin for about 60 m.

Mr. Rowe also indicated that one of the two large stumps near
Nl95- E250 is from the tree used as a "spar pole" and that the "donkey"
was located near N215-E215.

After logs were pulled to the spar pole

by winch, the bulldozer was used to drag them to the truck loading area
in the vicinity of the 1974 datum.

Modern disturbance was evident in

the two squares nearest the datum only within the upper 30-40 cm .

In

Square N198/ E204 the limit of disturbance is the bottom of stratum
M2 (Fig. 20, 21 and 22).
On the ridge crest west of the logging road and north of N230
modern disturbance of Component 2 is less uniformly evident since cuts
by bulldozer were more restricted.

Although small, heavily disturbed

areas are present, disturbance during logging was produced mostly by
felling and dragging trees

through the area.

Since logging, the aboriginal site occupation area adjacent to the road
on the east has been used as a garbage dump.

Debris ranging from household

trash to automobiles has been discarded there since the mid-1950's .

The

trash deposit is especially heavy east of the logging road for 20 m
north from datum.

During 1974 this material was not collected and is

simply noted here as a manifestation of cultural Component 3.
Artifact hunting was also evident by the numerous small scale
excavations scattered intermittently over the entire site .
The three aspects of modern cultural activity discussed immediately
above are collectively designated Component 3.

Full recognition is

given that each of the three influences is sufficiently d istinct to
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justify assignment to a separate, individual component (Willey and
Phillips 1958:21-22), but with no analysis of the historic materials,
there is no merit in doing so.
Relationship of Component 1 to Component 2
Inevitably the advisability of distinguishing Component 1 from
2 must be called into question.

Since the cultural content of Component 1

is meager and typologically indistinct from Component 2 , no defense for
separation can be based on the artifact inventory .

There is insufficient

data to characterize the cultural manifestation that r e sulted in
Component 1.
The stratigraphic separation between the two components is misleadingly distinct.

Even though the sterile sand separ ating Component 1

from 2 is up to 1 m thick, the length of time r equi r ed to lay in such a
dune deposit may be only a few hours on an uns tabli zed s a nd surfac e.
However, the occupation intensity evidenc ed by the ext ensive , thick
deposits of Component 2, is c learly differ ent from the spar ce occ upa t ion
intensity indicated by materials of Compon ent 1.

An occupa t i on l evel

like that of Component 2 is a stabilizing influence i n itself and would
have prevented extensive dune build-up.

The fac t that no thick dune

deposits exist within Component 2, supports the author ' s decision to
separate Component 1 from Component 2 .

Ba sed on s t rat i graphic evidence ,

it is clear that Component 1 is earlier and wa s a less int en s i ve
occupation of the site than Component 2 .
Even though only two radiocarbon da t es exi st , the dates i ndicate
that Components 1 and 2 are chronologically dis t i nct .

Comparing the
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dates 1860 ± 100 (Component 1) and 1440

± 100

(Component 2) by using

the z test (z = 2.97) and Table 11.3 of Sheppard (1975:41), the probability of contemporaneity of the dates is only 0.3%.
The age variation within Component 2 is unknown.

Judging from

the nature of the deposits, it is likely that several hundred years of
at least intermittent occupation are present.
carbon dating to 1440

± 100 years

Since the pit from which

B.P. was obtained cuts through several

layers of midden (Fig. 20), that date is probably not near the beginning
of the Component 2 occupation.

Therefore, the true age difference

between the end of Component 1 and beginning of Component 2 may not be
great.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER EXCAVATIONS
The Martin Site is relatively large and productive and is one
of the few aboriginal sites in this area that has been excavated with
reasonable archaeological control.

Despite disturbance of the midden

and the archaeological work already done there,additional investigation
of the site can be justified.

Simply on the basis of work done there as

compared to the total site area and relative productivity, additional
excavations are indicated.

Since the site is in an area rapidly being

developed for recreational use, the resource must inevitably be
destroyed by subdivision or vandalism.

As a salvage effort, additional

work is justified.
The most immediately productive investment of additional
excavation time would be to complete the exposure of Structure B.

At

least 2/3 of the structure remains intact and the overall form of
the structure is unknown.
Before solidification of the excavation plan, other structural
remnants shou1d be systematically surveyed for by auger holes.

Strata ident-

ified by auger could be indicated on depth plots and pits thereby identified.
Knowing that the site area was bulldozed south of N230 and east of
the logging road,it is reasonable to suggest that future excavation be
located outside that area.

The ridge crest between Square Nl98/El70

and Trench 1 is a likely area, but an even more apparently productive
area exists east of the logging road and north of N230.

There the

midden of Component 2 is thick in patches and is probably relatively
undisturbed.
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In the vicinity of Square Nl98/E170 there is a heavy concentration
of small cryptocrystaline flakes.

This area would bear additional

detailed work to recover a large sample of the detritus for technological
and activity area analysis.

It would be interesting to locate structures,

if any exist, in that area and excavate the surrounding areas to provide
data for activity area analys is adjacent to the structure.
Additional excavations west of the logging road to expose
Component 1 and increase the artifact inventory of that occupation also
would be useful.

At present the component is so poorly defined as a

cultural entity that few meaningful statements are possible.

In the area

adjacent to the road Component 1 is better developed and evident than
elsewhere in the site.
While working on a road through the Seattle muck 100 to 200 m
in front of his heavy equipment shop (approximately 1/4 mile south of
the datum),Mr. Simmons found a carved wooden object that is apparently
the bow piece of a large canoe.

The bow piece was pulled out of the muck

with a backhoe bucket from an unknown depth (perhaps as deep as 3 m) and
it is not known if the bow piece was detached from the canoe when found
or if it is an isolated fragment.

A search for the canoe seems worthwhile.

Exploration of the area by probe would be a logical first step and searching by backhoe excavations a second step.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Judging from the thin, perhaps horizontally discontinuous,
paleosol designated Component 1 and the sterile sand overlying it, the
Martin Site occupation probably began w.lth a small population on an
unstabilized dune surface about 1800 years ago.

Since then accretion

of land on the peninsula margin has shifted the ocean beach gradually
westward to its present position.

With land accretion, the site

location became more central on the peninsula and vegetational succession
and increased human activity gradually stabilized the dune surface.
The thick midden deposits of Component 2, with no major
intervening sand lenses, indicates that by Component 2 times the dune
was stabilized,and the longitudinal peninsula lakes had probably formed.
The interior location of the site on the peninsula was probably advantageous for travel, central location with respect to the microenvironments
being exploited, and for protection from intermittent strong ocean winds.
For the coastal area, 45PC7 is a reasonably large site and probably
resulted from occupation by a comparatively large population.
only one date (1440

!

Since

100 radiocarbon years B.P.) exists for Component 2,

duration of the occupation is unknown and no evidence indicates if the
occupation was seasonal or otherwise discontinuous during the occupation
span.
Although the volume of Shalcar muck excavated was small, occurrence
of artifacts only below the muck and silt strat4 (Fig. 10

~)

suggests

that 45PC7 was abandoned before Lake Espy rose to a level that flooded
the site margin and before the Shalcar muck began to form immediately
adjacent to the site.

The silt layer sandwiched between the underlying
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sands and the overlying muck probably represents the initial slack water
stand over the area near Square Nl98/E244 before invasion by bog plants
and initiation of peat and muck

fo r m~ tion.

Interpretation of this

sequence as evidence for a water level rise in Lake Espy is reasonable,
but little evidence for a cause of the increased water volume of Lake
Espy is available.

Accounting for the lake rise by postulating a climatic

shift is unwarranted.

A more likely causal interpretation of this strata-

artifact relationship is subsidence of the peninsula.

Subsidence would

have produced an apparent lake level rise without a change i n the
peninsula moisture regime and would have produced the apparent encroachment of Lake Espy onto the site margin.

The argument for subsidence

is supported by the fact that Willapa Bay is gradually eroding the
eastern shore of North Beach Peninsula.
Even though Lake Espy probably was not at its highest apparent
stand during the Component 2 occupation, its presence only a short
distance to the east is almost certain.

Existence of the longitudinal

lakes on the peninsula was probably a major factor af f ecting site location.
Until drained in this century, the lakes were navigable for considerable
distances north-south and probably facilitated aboriginal movement along
the peninsula.

Movement along the bay by foot was difficult because of

the silty nature of the Willapa Bay beach, and water travel on the ocean
side was probably made undependable by water condition changes due to
weather.

Travel on interior lakes probably was the easiest and safest

mode of travel.
Tom Roll's dissertation (1974) is the most recent and comprehensive synthesis of coastal Washington archaeology and is a viable
framework for evaluating the cultural inventory recovered at the Martin
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Site in 1974.

The Minard Site was the primary data base for Roll's

dissertation, but five additional sites, including 45PC7, were extensively
discussed,

The 1959 excavations reported by Kidd (1967) provided the

45PC7 data utilized by Roll.

In general, the conclusions I reached during

excavation and analysis of the 1974 materials support Roll's hypotheses
on procurement systems employed along the southern Washington Coast.
Although no quantitative estimate of relative importance of each
microenvironment to subsistence has been made, qualitative evaluation
of the 1974 materials suggests that the Martin Site inhabitants exploited
the several microenviromnents readily accessible to them instead of
disproportionately depending on any one microenvironment (Roll 1974:240,
216).

Heavy utilization of shellfish as a subsistence resource is

clearly evident in the cultural debris, but remains of fish, land mammals,
sea mammals

and birds also are present in quantity.

Without intensive

quantitative analysis and a reasonably reliable estimate of meat represented by the fauna! remains, the relative importance of the resource
groups listed above to the Martin Site larder will remain unclear.

It

is, after all, the availability of meat which must be assessed rather
than the relative abundance of anatomic elements from individuals.

There

is a marked variation in the meat made available by digging a clam,
trapping a rabbit and killing an elk.

Roll's ordering of the principal

fauna! elements by abundance in the site is shellfish, fish, land
mammals and sea mammals (1974:272).

My lualitative impressions agree

with that ordering and with the contention that a strong orientation to
utilization of land mammals is evident from the 45PC7 artifact inventory.
However, my reservations about the relative importance of the various
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microenvironments and fauna! categories available for exploitation will
remain until intensive quantitative analysis of the fauna! materials
is

complet~and

statements about subsistence are no longer impress-

ionistic.
Small projectile points are by far the most abundant artifact
class in the 45PC7 collection, but how that abundance equates with meat
procurement is unclear.

Since land mammals are third in the ordered

listing presented above and projectile points, which are assumed to have
been used primarily in land mammal procurement, are the most connnon
artifact class, a bias in the artifact inventory is indicated.

This

bias is generated by using procurement artifacts to evaluate subsistence,
and the causes of the bias are multiple.

The bias may have developed

as a result of differential artifact preservation as Roll suggested in
discussing the probable intensive use of nets at 45PC7 for fishing
(1974:272), or it may have resulted from the artifact utilization
pattern.

For instance, projectile points are needed in greater quantity

since they are prone to loss and breakage; whereas, artifacts such as
digging sticks, net parts and harpoon points are not as prone to loss or
breakage.

The latter types of items were probably manufactured in lower

quantities because they were designed to insure retrieval and were used
repeatedly for procurement of subsistence necessities.

The subsistence

contribution made by repeated use of one harpoon point or digging stick
is probably greater than the subsistence contribution resulting from
use of one projectile point; that is, some artifacts are useful over a
longer time span than others.

The subsistence contribution (meat per

artifact) in many instances may be inversely proportional to the number

6J
of specimens recovered instead of directly proportional.

The prolonged

use of one harpoon point may have resulted in more meat than the use of
a dozen projectile points.

However, the butchering pattern and resultant

"schlepp effect" probably biases the data in the opposite direction.

The

problem is multifaced, but an intensive analysis of the faunal elements
that are most important in subsistence or validating the list developed
by Roll (1974: 272) .
The Martin Site is located within the historic territory of the
Chinook and is probably an aboriginal occupation by that group .

The

artifact inventory and structural r emnants are consistent with the
cultural manifestation des cribed by Ray (1938) for the Chinook and the
site age is not so great that postulation of cultural continuity becomes
improbable.

Although no argument can be presented as "proof" no better

argument is available as "disproof" that 45PC7 was occupied by Chinook
groups.
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